Shaping Your Raindrop Chair Or Bed
The Raindrop Chair Has Three Basic Shapes:
•
•
•

Flat on its side as a giant jumping pillow or bed
Up against a wall folded in half as a lounger for one or two people
On edge as a Raindrop Chair, which is a large lounge chair for one

The firmness of the Raindrop Chair is also adjustable. Simply add or remove foam through
the zipper for the desired firmness. Additional foam is available for free upon request (S&H
fees may apply)
To make your Raindrop Chair into the lounge chair:
1. Lay the pillow flat on its side and beat and shake the foam with your hand, this fluffs up
the foam and erases the memory of the chair from when it was last used.
2. Take hold of the corner next to the zipper-end and shake the pillow back and forth with a
throw and jerk motion to distribute the foam in a crescent shape. This will create the head
support and lounge shape for the chair.
3. Put the pillow on edge with the zipper facing back against the wall and press into the seat
of the pillow; this hides the closing zipper and creates a seating area.
4. Bend slightly and sit back into the chair, by bending and sitting into the chair, instead of
onto it, more head support and greater comfort is achieved.
It may take a few hours for the Raindrop Chair to completely fill with air after being shipped,
and may feel a little soft at first.
Optional removable Raindrop Chair covers can be washed and dried on the no heat setting. Do
not use heat to clean if you have a waterproof liner on your cover, as this can compromise
the liner material’s ability to repel moisture.
If you have any questions don’t hesitate to email us at PillowFurniture@yahoo.com. Thanks!

